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LEGALTEK
LX-MAR DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING SOLUTIONS

Records to USB, SD or CF Media… Configured to User Specs
MP3 or WAV File Capture…Create Multiple CDs Rapidly
Easy Intuitive Button Control…Up to 16 Microphones
FTP Network Protocol…Dedicated Remote Application
Single Channel or Stereo Configurations Available

“Your High Definition Audio Recording Solution”
The LX-MAR brings together a professional multi-format audio recorder and cutting-edge low
noise microphone preamplifier technology in a broadcast level audio recording system that is
easily transportable. The LX-MAR allows agencies to bring professional recording capability with
them anywhere.
Files are stored directly to removable solid-state USB, SD or Compact Flash memory. Recordings
can be rapidly transferred or to CD-R or CD-RW discs in the field. LX-MAR is the most reliable
and secure way for law enforcement and the legal community to record depositions, interviews
and meetings.
Easy to set-up and intuitive to use, the LX-MAR requires little or no training to operate. The multijog control and simple button operation make recording and burning CDs as easy as 1-2-3. Files
can be exported in .WAV or .MP3 format.
Virtually maintenance-free, the LX-MAR records audio files to universally compatible, non-volatile
solid-state memory. Professional microphones and quick-connect, balanced XLR microphone
cables make recording very simple, even for the non-technical user. The system is housed in a
ballistic nylon transport case.
LX-MAR is the perfect turnkey solution for in-field audio recording. These versatile systems are
shipped in pre-configured kits, which contain all system components and interconnect cables.
The recorder is best suited for Legal Depositions, Interviews, Witness Conditional Examinations,
Meetings, Hearings and Conference recording.

Professional Microphones
Our professional miniature lavalier and condenser microphones
are perfect for crucial audio reproduction of speech. With its omnidirectional polar pattern, the lavalier provides an even frequency
response, minimizes handling noise caused by clothing, while
providing accurate, transparent audio recordings with minimal
noise.

The miniature unidirectional condenser boundary microphone’s lowprofile design, assures inconspicuous appearance for surface-mount
use in a variety of legal or corporate recording applications. They
bring crisp, intelligible audio reproduction to the conference table,
interview room and beyond. Both microphones feature an XLR
connector while the lavalier includes lapel clip and foam windscreen.
The LX-MAR Audio Recording Kit includes a multi-format audio recorder, eight-channel mono or
16-channel stereo audio mixer, up to sixteen omni-directional lavalier or miniature condenser
boundary microphones with balanced XLR microphone cables in a waterproof ballistic nylon
transport case.
One Year Factory Warranty…Telephone and On Line Tech Support

“A Perfect Solution for Depositions, Meetings and Interviews”
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